
Beauty Group: Project Proposal 

The culture of beauty within American society creates an unrealistic mold that many girls 

attempt to squeeze into. This standard of beauty is perpetuated by makeup industries, celebrities, 

movies, social media, etc. Our goal is to reflect upon beauty standards throughout the years in 

American society and promote a new ideal of beauty that is unaffected by the media—

individualized beauty. We have created an easily accessible website 

(thecultureofbeauty.wordpress.com) where the eight of us will blog on a specific day for five 

weeks beginning Oct. 18
th
 – Nov. 21

th
. By utilizing a blog template, we will be able to discuss 

this topic in a casual, easy-to-read way. Caroline Rothschild will post on Mondays, Kate Collins 

on Tuesdays, Madeline Lefferts on Wednesdays, Lauren Spiler on Thursdays, Abie Smith on 

Saturdays, Devonna Nikeo on Sundays and on Fridays we will double up on posts by Luna 

Chung and Abbey Miner for what we will call “Feminist Fridays”.  

We chose to do a blog because it could highlight all of our individual strengths without 

having to all conform to one thing or one style—much like the standard of beauty. We will 

explore a different theme of beauty each week in order to encompass the very broad topic that is 

beauty in our culture. Week one, we will include a photo series called “Show Me Beauty”, where 

we will explore different aspects of beauty and what beauty means to us, to the people around us, 

and to different cultures in the world. Week two will be “Beauty Over the Decades,” week three 

is dubbed “CeleBeauties”, week four we will examine “The Many Shades of Beauty”, and the 

final week of our blog, we will reflect on our results and personal findings. 

We are also interested in reflecting on the topic of beauty with the local high school 

women’s studies club in order to spread the message of individualized beauty to younger girls; 

this would be an awesome opportunity for us to share what we have learned over the course of 

our project and our research. We are looking at inviting the Clarke County High School’s 

women’s studies club to do a guest blog or video discussion about beauty in the world. By 
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utilizing a more casual approach by blogging, we will be able to reach the masses on a very 

important subject and problem in our society. 


